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Identification of Multiscale Spatial Structure of Lunar
Impact Crater: A Semivariogram Approach

Jiao Wang , Dongping Ming , and Weiming Cheng

Abstract—Identifying the spatial structure of lunar impact
craters is necessary to increase our understanding of past geo-
logic processes on the Moon. However, detecting multiscale spatial
structures of craters in images in appropriate resolutions using
optimum scale parameters has not been quantified. This article
presents a semivariogram approach for this purpose. The range
of the semivariogram model represents the minimum average size
of the crater type detected in an image of a spatial resolution.
The feature lag distances of the semivariogram model indicate
that a series of appropriate spatial resolutions rather than a single
spatial resolution are required to address multiscale lunar impact
crater structures. The optimum scale parameters for delineating
multiscale crater structures in segmentation are constrained by
the range and feature lag distances derived from semivariogram of
the corresponding image in a certain spatial resolution. This article
fills the gap in quantifying multiscale spatial structure of impact
craters using semivariogram analysis for optimizing object-based
crater mapping.

Index Terms—Lunar impact crater, multiscale spatial structure,
optimum resolution, scale parameter, semivariogram.

I. INTRODUCTION

MAPPING geologic features is one of the most impres-
sive methods to investigate the lunar surface directly,

in which the spectral reflectance of geologic features on remote
sensing images is well recorded [1], [2]. Among the most studied
geologic features in the solar system, different types of craters
yield important information about past and present geologic
processes and provide information about the relative ages of
observed geologic formations [3]. The transition of crater types
provides significant insights into the changes in lunar surfaces
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occurring with time and clues about attendant impacting and
geologic processes [4]. From a systematic perspective, different
crater types can be arranged in the form of a spatial hierarchical
structure [5], [6], in which a certain crater appears at a specific
spatial scale with subsequent scale levels of crater types beneath
it. The process of the morphological changes observed in a
hierarchical structure of lunar impact craters is a function of
variability in the scale [7]. In remote sensing, the spatial resolu-
tion is the primary measurement of scale [8]. The separation of
the intrinsic hierarchical structure of craters into discrete levels
of crater types and morphologically representative objects can
be achieved by performing multiscale lunar surface segmen-
tations [9]. Although existing works have used hand-crafted
filters relying on domain knowledge or training examples to
map craters artificially or automatically, they have not taken
information on spatial structures in the process of mapping. The
selection of optimum spatial resolutions and scale parameters
for segmentation is necessary and significant to quantify the
evolutionary information behind a crater’s spatial structure.

Remote sensing scientists mapped various types of objects
on planetary surfaces to collect information about their status
[10], composition, distribution, dynamics [11], [12] and species
[13], and related applications [14]–[16] on the basis of selecting
appropriate spatial resolutions and scale parameters for image
processing [17]. An appropriate image spatial resolution is the
optimum pixel size to capture the homogeneity of object prop-
erties in a single pixel. Previous works adequately documented
that the spatial variation observed in objects is a function of the
variability in scale such that a single spatial scale cannot pro-
vide a complete view of the actual spatial structures [18]–[20].
One potential solution is arbitrarily choosing one spatial scale
for simplicity [21]–[23]. For example, most mangrove studies
using remote sensing techniques produce single scale-specific
information, depending on the spatial resolution of the datasets
used [24]. For spatial structures characterizing and comparing by
aggregated data, selecting multiple optimum spatial resolutions
becomes a challenge. The scale parameter in image segmen-
tation, in relation to image spatial resolution, is the maximum
allowable degree of heterogeneity within an object by changing
the size of the object [25]. The quality of segmentation depends
on image spatial resolution and user-defined parameter settings,
both of which should be scaled to capture the spatial variation
observed within the object [26]. However, one of the main issues
in parameter selection is ensuring that the image object types are
consistently mapped at one scale but hierarchically fit with types
that apply to other scales.
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To solve the issue of selecting optimum spatial resolutions
and scale parameters, various statistical measures have been
applied, including local variance [27], [28], the variograms [29],
[30], and wavelet transform [31], [32]. Among these methods, a
semivariogram, a commonly used analysis tool in geostatistics,
can be used to translate significant scales in spatial variation
into image spatial resolutions [33]. Semivariograms have been
widely used in terrestrial object mapping in various scenarios
from image data, for example, in forest structure [34]–[37], soil
properties [38]–[40], and landscape structure [30], [41]–[43].
Researchers mainly focus on calculating the semivariances be-
tween image cells to segment objects and classify object types
[44], [45]. However, these have not been used to quantify the
spatial hierarchical structure of lunar impact craters by deter-
mining appropriate image spatial resolutions and segment scale
parameters.

This article aims to examine the spatial structure of lunar
impact craters on remote sensing imagery to determine mul-
tispatial resolutions and scale parameters for crater mapping
studies. A proper understanding of the spatial dependence of
crater structures is essential to avoid the potential errors arising
from heterogeneity and homogeneity in upscaling or downscal-
ing mapping processes. We adopt the geostatistical method of
semivariogram analysis on multiresolution imageries for the
following purposes.

1) Identify the spatial structure of lunar impact crater forming
a hierachical system.

2) Determine the optimum resolutions of specific crater types
in the multiscale spatial structure.

3) Validate optimum scale parameters for detecting certain
crater types in the crater structure.

II. DATA AND METHOD

A. Data and Study Area

The image data used for examining crater spatial structures
were obtained from the Chang’E-2 CCD stereoscopic camera
at an altitude of 100 km in orbit. A 7-m resolution full-Moon
digital orthophoto map was produced by the Chang’E-2 images
[46]. Also, a set of very high spatial resolution (0.5–2 m/pixel)
images from the narrow angle camera (NAC) of the lunar recon-
naissance orbiter camera (LROC) was also used to measure the
dimension of craters in detail [47]. NAC images in 1-m pixel size
were resampled to multiple specific-scale images under different
illumination conditions and moderate spatial resolution (120, 50,
20, and 7 m/pixel). We selected this series of resampled pixel
sizes because they were approximate to the currently available
image datasets from Chang’E-1, Chang’E-2, SELENE-1, and
LRO Lunar exploration programs to detect specific details of
crater types [48], [49]. The image datasets were preprocessed in
MATLAB R2014a and ENVI 5.1 image processing software.

This research was performed in the selected area of Ptole-
maeus LM 77, named in the Lunar Map Series between 10°W–
10°E and 0°–15°S [50]. The study area is selected because:
it consists of two major geomorphological units of the moon:
mare plain and cratered highland; it contains craters with a wide
range of geomorphological characteristics; and it is covered by

Fig. 1. Study area Ptolemaeus LM 77 on a 7-m resolution Chang’E-2 panchro-
matic image. The global location is marked by the red rectangle.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the semivariogram with three key parameters:
The green nugget variance (c0), the red sill (c0 + c1), and the dashed range(α)
of spatial autocorrelation.

multiresolution imageries. All of the above guarantee a robust
method execution (see Fig. 1).

B. Method

The semivariogram method is widely used for characterizing
the spatial variability of regionalized variables [51]. A semivar-
iogram γ(h) is defined as half of the average squared difference
of values between points separated at distance (h), which is
calculated as half a variogram [52]. For the applications of
remote sensing, the semivariogram examines the relationship
between the digital number (DN) or pixel value of n pixel pairs
across varying lag distances h [53]. The typical semivariance
γ(h) is

γ (h) =
1

2n

∑
{DN(x)−DN(x+ h)}2 (1)

where γ(h) is half of the mathematical expectation of the squared
differences of pixel pair values at a lag distance (h), and DN
refers to pixel values in the image. Thus, γ(h) estimates the
variability of DNs as a function of spatial separation [54], [55].

As shown in Fig. 2, each distance (h) is paired with a γ(h)
value, and a set of γ(h) scattered values can be obtained by
transforming (h). Fitting a continuous mathematical model to the
discrete values to derive the appropriate sill, range and nugget
from the discrete experimental data is necessary to quantify
spatial patterns of objects. For this article, we applied a spherical
model commonly used for natural system studies [56], [57]. In
the remote sensing image, the larger γ(h) is, the less the spectral
similarities of pixels are. The semivariogram exhibits three
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the developed method consists of three parts: Image
processing, semivariogram analysis, and mapping optimization.

important parameters that reflect the characteristics of spatial
variance: nugget variance (c0), sill (c0 + c1), and range (α). The
range is the distance where the variogram reaches the sill and
represents the maximum spatial distance at which the dataset can
still demonstrate spatial homogeneity [32]. The most important
factor for this study was the range of the semivariogram, which
would indicate the size of objects on the lunar surface by
grouping spatially autocorrelated pixels together following the
sampling theorem [58]. Therefore, spatial resolution related to
the range of the semivariogram could be defined. Then the scale
parameters during image segmentation will adjust the size of
image objects on the basis of appropriate spatial resolutions [45].

Fig. 3 shows the overall workflow of the developed method.
The workflow consists of three parts. Image processing aims
to create multiple-resolution images as a basis for extracting
a hierarchical structure of lunar impact craters. To produce
larger pixels, we reduced the resolution of the original 1-m
image and averaged all of the original small pixels to make
up the new big pixels. The spatial structure of lunar impact
craters was detected on images at different pixel sizes on the
basis of significant spatial variation in spectral reflectivity. Then,
the semivariogram models quantified the spatial structure of
craters by determining the optimum pixel sizes and estimating
segmentation parameters for crater types. Next, pixel values
were extracted in ArcGIS Deskop 10.5, and the semivariance
calculation was executed in MATLAB R2014a. In this article,
variograms and fitted models are used to characterize the spatial
variation in imageries representing different crater types, which
help choose an appropriate combination of spatial resolutions
for crater structure detection. Then, optimized mapping applies
appropriate spatial resolutions and scale parameters to image
datasets to validate the results of the semivariogram analysis
under the framework of object-based image analysis (OBIA).
Next, we adopt the method that integrates image resolution
and scale parameters under the framework of OBIA in a 64-bit

version of eCognition Developer 8 to determine the segmented
boundary of spatial structure of the lunar impact craters [59]. In
the stage of segmentation, the stage, scale parameters derived
from semivariogram analysis were selected to segment objects.
The shape and color parameters within the segmentation algo-
rithm were held constant at 0.1 and 0.9,respectively, to test the
effect of the scale parameters from the semivariogram analysis
on segmentation. The smoothness and compactness parameters
were held constant at 0.5.

Finally, we assess the accuracy of the detected crater structure
in five selected regions. The five evaluated factors are integrated
by Chen et al. [60]–[62]: TDR, FDR, MDR, Rin, and Rout. SUM
is the total number of impact craters in the region determined by
the LU106016 catalog [63]. TD is the number of true detected
craters, MD is the number of missing detected craters, and FD
is the number of false detected craters. TDR and MDR are the
rates of the number of true detected craters and missing detected
craters to the total number of impact craters respectively. FDR
is the rate of the number of false detected craters to the sum
number of false detected craters and true detected craters [61].
TDR, FDR, and MDR are factors evaluating the results from the
perspective of the numbers of detected craters. Rin is the area
percentage of the portion of the automatically extracted results
in the manually extracted craters to the area of the manually
extracted craters, whereas Rout is the area percentage of the por-
tion of the automatically extracted results outside the manually
extracted craters to the area of the manually extracted craters. Rin

and Rout are factors evaluating the results from the perspective
of the geometry of the detected craters. Rin approaching 1 and
Rout approaching 0 suggest accurate detection [60], [62].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crater Structure and Semivariogram Model

A significant spatial variation in spectral reflectivity was
observed for the lunar impact craters on images at different
pixel sizes between 1- and 120 m. In the study area, the spatial
structures of lunar impact craters were detected on the basis
of different spatial resolutions and consisted of five levels of
crater types including: small crater, simple crater, medium-
eroded crater, multiple crater group, and crater community (see
Fig. 4). Small craters comprised depression-like shapes pressed
by fingers on soft sand. They are mostly scattered in the wall,
bottom, and rim of the other craters and are especially distributed
in the Mare. Simple craters comprised bowl-shaped depressions,
where no clear boundary exits between the wall and bottom of
the crater. They possess an uplifted rim and lack a central peak
and terraced crater rim when they are fresh. As the diameter
increased further, medium-eroded craters formed. Such craters
include transitional craters and complex craters. Transitional
craters lacked a central peak, but they possessed a shallower
profile, eroded crater rim, or some terraced crater wall compared
with simple craters. Complex craters generally exhibited a struc-
turally complicated rim, a downfaulted annular trough, and an
uplifted central area. The mentioned three crater types became
complicated in morphological change but were not in a special
positional relationship. Multiple-crater groups emphasized the
positional relationship between the aforementioned crater types.
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Fig. 4. Multiscale spatial structures of lunar impact craters. From the LM77
imagery, subimages in a series of pixel sizes were extracted. (a) Small craters in
different sizes in the 1-m/pixel image. (b) Simple craters (an example in the red
rectangle) and small craters (an example in the blue rectangle) in different sizes in
the 7-m/pixel image. (c) Crater groups consist of small craters (an example in the
red rectangle) and simple craters(an example in the blue rectangle). (d) Medium-
eroded craters (an example in the blue rectangle) and crater groups (examples
in red rectangles). (e) Crater community (an example in the red rectangle).

Here, the positional relationship included four types, that is,
disjoint, tangent, intersected and contained, where the latter two
were strictly in superposition. For disjoint crater groups, the
gaps between craters were generally less than or almost equal
to the diameter of the smallest crater in the group. Otherwise,
they were just independent craters assigned to the above three
types. The tangent and intersected crater groups were typically
multiple-crater groups to stress the scale effect of detecting crater
groups. Contained crater groups referred to medium-eroded
craters containing small or simple craters inside of them. The
highest level in the hierarchical structure of craters was the crater
community. The difference between the crater community and
the contained crater group was the size of the host crater and
the number and size of the superimposed craters. For small and
simple craters, the crater community could be crater chains or
high-density crater groups. For medium-eroded craters, the host
craters of the crater community were generally multi-ring or
ghost craters with heavily eroded crater rims. The superimposed
craters in the community ranged from small to complex craters
in larger numbers than in the crater group. From small craters to
crater communities, crater sizes increased, crater shapes became
complex, the positional relationship between craters became
complicated, and the spectral reflectivity of craters varied. The
higher the spatial resolution, the smaller the identifiable crater.
The hierarchical structure of craters demonstrated a clear mul-
tiscale context of the crater types and their relationships, which
actuate a logical sequential mapping process.

The semivariogram models of the images at five different pixel
sizes are shown in Fig. 5. The spatial structures of craters can
be detected at a series of images with increasing pixel sizes.

Fig. 5. (a)–(e) Semivariogram models of images at five different pixel sizes.
Blue dots represent discrete experimental data, and the spherical model fits are
presented as an orange solid line. The parameters of the spherical model are
also shown in the graphs. (f) Average minimum crater size could be identified
in different resolution images by analyzing the ranges of the semivariogram
models. The label on the top of each bar is the average diameter of the smallest
detected crater.

Next, the semivariogram models showed that the coarse images
contained large objects (large variogram range), whereas the fine
images contained predominantly small objects (small variogram
range). Small craters approximately 16 m in diameter could be
recognized using the 1-m image, whereas the minimum average
crater diameter identified in the 120-m image is about 4 km.
The minimum average crater diameters are about 70 m, 160 m,
and 1 km, respectively, at image pixel sizes of 7, 20, and 50 m,
respectively [see Fig. 5(f)]. The size of craters of the same type
is not a specific value but floats in scope, and the range (α) of
semivariograms from different resolution images represents the
minimum average crater size for a certain crater type. The sills of
the semivariogram models increasingly fluctuate except for the
1-m/pixel semivariogram model, which may be because a small
pixel size contains more background information, leading to
large semivariances. The semivariances in every semivariogram
model showed periodic fluctuations, indicating the same crater
type in various spatial relationships.

Variations within one crater type could occur at different
spatial resolutions because topographical and morphological
factors operate at different spatial scales [9]. Spatial differences
in depth, slope aspect, and slope angle affect the distribution
and pattern of certain crater types, specifically slope angle and
depth, which exhibit distinct changes on the edge of a specific
crater type. Morphological differences in crater shape and sym-
metry affect the spectral reflectivity of certain crater types in
panchromatic images. Therefore, different geographical factors
that caused the spatial variation on the lunar surface should be
represented at different resolutions in a remote sensing image.

Impact craters are a very special types of geomorphologi-
cal features. These can be abstracted as irregularly distributed
circles with different diameters in space. The detection of its
spatial structure can be summarized as the detection of the spatial
pattern of 2-D random circles in images using the semivariogram
method. In detecting the spatial pattern of 2-D random circles
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in images, the mean, variance, calculating window size of the
variance, and irregularity of the spatial distribution will affect
the detection of the spatial pattern of features. In this study,
the calculating window size of semivariance has remained con-
sistent, whereas the wide diameter range and irregular spatial
distribution of craters make relying only on the range (α) to
identify the entire structure of an impact crater impossible.
Periodic spatial patterns composed of the impact crater and its
surface background are presented as periodic fluctuations on the
semivariogram model curve. Therefore, in addition to the range
(α), different levels of crater types in the spatial structures of
crater can be obtained from the peaks of the curve periods. This
is the basic principle of how a semivariogram model determines
the spatial structure of an impact crater.

B. Selecting Spatial Resolutions

The spatial structure of a crater contains heterogeneous spa-
tial variations in different levels of crater types represented by
spatially varied variograms. For small and simple craters, using
the variogram against spatial resolutions to select an appropriate
spatial resolution for analysis is reasonable. A mapper could use
the semivariogram plot to determine that the spatial resolutions
of 1, 7, and 20 m should be sufficient to adequately resolve the
variation of interest. The middle level of the spatial structure con-
tains medium-eroded craters and multiple-crater groups. Craters
in this level are distributed in a wide diameter range. Hence, the
semivariogram models of all pixel sizes exhibited fluctuations,
suggesting that the spatial variation appeared in a range of scales
for the same crater type. The suitable spatial resolutions for these
two crater types reasonably represent their minimum average
size. A high level crater community contains a maximum range
of scales of spatial variation compared with other levels of crater
types in the hierarchical spatial structure. In this situation, the
mapper must accept that if the crater community as a whole is
of interest, defining a single appropriate spatial resolution only
represents the largest crater in the community. This is the most
common problem because most remotely sensed scenes often
contain a mixture of objects.

The range and sill height of a semivariogram illustrate the
minimum average size of an identified crater and a specific class
of pixel value variance in the image, respectively. Periodic peaks
and troughs appear when the lag distance over the range implies
a new positional relationship between main crater types and can
be detected using appropriate pixel size images. Generally, the
peak in a period corresponds to the size of a crater type, and
the trough in a period corresponds to the size of the background
of the same crater type. The peak at the 42 lag distance in the
1-m/pixel variogram model suggests a simple crater, whereas
the peak at 60 indicates a crater group. The fluctuations in
the semivariogram models of 7- and 20-m pixel sizes over
the range (α) suggest that multiple-crater groups with craters
approximately 500 m and 2 km in diameter can be identified.
The size of medium-eroded craters is in a wide range (≥5 km in
diameter), so that 50- and 120-m/pixel images can be used for
recognizing this level of crater structure. Craters approximately
10 km in diameter with eroded rims or multiple-crater groups
can be detected at a lag distance of 180 in the 50-m/pixel

Fig. 6. Relationship among crater types, variogram ranges, and optimum pixel
sizes to map crater structures. The orange bar represents the variogram range
to map the average minimum crater on each resolution image. The green bar
represents the feature lag distance to identify other crater types in the spatial
structure.

image. Craters approximately 30 km in diameter with peak
and terraced crater walls can be identified at a lag distance of
250, whereas multiring crater communities occur around the lag
distance of 360 in the 120-m/pixel image. Fig. 6 shows that the
medium-eroded impact crater can be identified from images with
resolutions greater than 50 m, whereas craters less than 1 km
in diameter cannot be extracted from images with resolutions
greater than 50 m because they are too small to be recognized
and their boundaries cannot be precisely located on images with
big pixel sizes. Crater communities and groups are distributed in
a relatively large-scale span, and their feature lag distances of the
semivariogram grow with increasing resolution. So, optimum
images with different resolutions should be selected according
to the size of the crater community or group. Different ranges
and feature lag distances correspond to different crater types
and eventually form the spatial structure of lunar impact craters.
The feature lag distances from high-resolution images can assist
those from low-resolution images in differentiating specific
levels of crater types (see Fig. 6).

Clearly, the use of a semivariogram selecting a single suitable
spatial resolution for the whole spatial structure is misleading.
This is also true if the objective is to select a single spatial
resolution for the whole image of a study area from which
subimages were taken. The main finding is that multiple-scale
spatial variations in remotely sensed images make defining a
spatial resolution for the spatial structure of craters problematic,
when the region of interest contains multiple crater types rather
than a specific crater. The semivariogram models presented in
this article demonstrate that choosing a spatial resolution for a
mixed crater type in remotely sensed images may be a complex
task. Selecting a single appropriate spatial resolution may be
difficult, and selecting a series of appropriate spatial resolutions
to illustrate the spatial structures of a crater is instead wise.
The range of the semivariogram can determine the minimum
average size of different types of impact craters that can be
extracted from remote sensing images of different resolutions,
which provides criteria for selecting image data to be used for
extracting and mapping impact craters. The periodic peaks of the
semivariogram can determine the spatial patterns of the impact
crater spatial structure in images with different resolutions,
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Fig. 7. Optimum scale parameters for crater segmentation in images with
related resolutions.

which provide a database for identifying the scale parameters
of the impact crater in image segmentation. In summary, we can
choose the optimum image resolution for identifying different
types of impact craters, and a series of optimum multiresolution
images for constructing the spatial structure of impact craters.

C. Selecting Scale Parameters

Image segmentation can separate craters of interest from
other parts in the image to show the spatial structure of craters
more explicitly. The scale parameter is the most important
parameter in segmentation. Optimizing of the scale parameter
relates to the selected pixel size of the image. The results
of the segmentation of images at different scale parameters
while holding other parameters constant under the frame of
OBIA are presented in Fig. 7. Color vertical bars with various
lengths indicate optimum scale parameters for different levels
of crater types for the selected images of various pixel sizes.
Small craters are suggested to be detected in 1- and 7-m/pixel
high-resolution images with the scale parameters of 50 and 20,
respectively, whereas crater communities are recognized in 50-
and 120-m/pixel low resolution with the scale parameters of
250 and 360, respectively. The appropriate scale parameters
for segmenting small craters become small with the increase
of in image pixel size. Simple craters can be extracted from 1-,
7-, and 20-m/pixel images with the scale parameters of 130,
100, and 100, respectively. The optimum scale parameters for
segmenting in 7- and 20-m/pixel images are the same. The
optimum scale parameters for segmenting crater groups and
communities are around 200 ± 100. A slight rise in the value
of the scale parameters for crater community segmentation is
due to the growing size of crater types occupying more pixels in
low-resolution images. The scale parameters for medium-eroded
craters and crater groups in 20-m/pixel images are the same. This
may be because the craters in these two levels exhibit similar size
ranges.

The feature lag distances of the semivariogram guide the
selection of the optimum scale parameters. In Section III-B,
the range (α) specifies the type of crater that can be opti-
mally extracted from each resolution image, and it indicates
the minimum average size of the corresponding crater type.
Under this premise, the range (α) constrains the selection of
the scale parameter as the bottom line. The determination of

TABLE I
ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF DETECTED CRATER STRUCTURE

the scale parameter of a crater is performed by ensuring the
optimal segmentation of the average level of the same type of
crater, which is usually larger than the value of the range(α).
Under this condition, the principle of optimal segmentation
ensures maximum homogeneity within the crater and maximum
difference between craters. For example, the scale parameter 50
ensures that the small craters in the 1-m/pixel image are not
oversegmented or undersegmented. In the 120-m/pixel image,
the scale parameter 360 ensures that the boundary of the crater
community is detected rather than recognizing those of low-level
crater types because of oversegmentation. The scale parameters
given here are for the optimal segmentation of the spatial struc-
tures of craters in the selected study area. The scale parameters
will be distributed to other scopes if the study area and the crater
types change. However, the results of the semivariogram analysis
will determine the scale parameters in various situations.

The results derived from optimum resolutions and scale pa-
rameters in segmentation are tested by five factors integrated
by Chen et al. [60]–[62]. Craters with different levels of spatial
structures related to different image resolutions in five selected
regions in Fig. 4 were separately evaluated. According to Table I,
small craters in high-resolution images can be well detected
and exhibit the highest TDR, whereas medium-eroded craters
in the 20-m/pixel image are comparatively poorly detected and
exhibit the lowest TDR. The evaluated results suggest that small
craters are better recognized using high-resolution images with
optimum scale parameters. For medium-eroded craters ranging
in a wide size scope, smaller eroded craters are easily missed,
and larger eroded craters are inclined to false detections. Al-
though simple craters do not exhibit a high count accuracy, their
geometric detection accuracy is the highest because their intact
shape can be recognized from a proper image with optimum
scale parameters. In contrast, the geometric detection accuracy
of crater communities is the lowest. The heavily eroded rims and
overlaid border craters of crater communities make the boundary
confirmation difficult rather than counting challenging. The
selected region only exhibits four sets of crater communities,
which may be the reason for the low TDR.

This article focused on studying the coupling relationship
among the spatial structures of craters, resolution of remote sens-
ing optical images, and scale parameters. Some previous studies
proposed various crater detection algorithms (CDAs) based on
optical remote sensing images to detect the rims of impact
craters, but they did not consider the spatial structure of craters.
Convolutional neural network for crater detection (CraterCNN)
[64] with high computational costs outperformed some existing
methods and achieved up to 90% of the standard crater bench-
mark dataset by Bandeira et al. [65]. Then, the inception of
the GoogLeNet architecture further improved the CraterCNN
benchmark and achieve up to a 93% F1-Score [66]. Our method
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Fig. 8. Crater structure is segmented (blue polygons) and classified (yellow
polygons). (a), (d), and (g) Images with different pixel sizes. (b) Simple craters
are detected using the scale parameter of 100; the red rectangle in (b) and (c)
mark out the rim of the whole crater chain but the inner rims of each simple
crater in the chain are missing. (e) Four sets of crater groups are marked out.
(f) Examples of missed small and simple craters lie in crater groups. (h) Three
crater communities are obvious, but one ghost crater community in the upper
right rectangle is missed in Fig. 8(i). (b), (e), (f) have the same scales as the
original images (a), (d), (g).

for small crater detection was as good as these methods. Other
studies presented CDAs on the basis of terrain analysis using
relatively low-resolution images. Automated crater detection on
Mars using deep learning methods achieved an approximately
25% false-positive rate and 25% false-negative rate [67]. The
accuracy of the CDA proposed to detect different morphological
craters on the basis of terrain analysis on the Moon was between
86.2% and 86.9% in three study areas. Rin and Rout were 84.4%
and 8.9%, respectively [60], which were near to the average
values of the same factors (85.2% and 8.4%, respectively) used
in our method. In future studies, we may transmit our method
integrating machine learning techniques on the basis of different
data sources to clarify the relationship among the extraction
of geomorphological features on extraterrestrial bodies, image
quality, and segment thresholds.

The classification results derived from the optimum scale
parameters in segmentation are shown in Fig. 8, in which se-
lected examples with pixel sizes of 7, 50, and 120 m depict
information on simple craters, crater groups and crater commu-
nities, respectively. An LROC NAC 1-m/pixel image is used as
the ground truth to evaluate the quality of segmentation. High
resolution images are usually used as the ground truth data for
planet research, especially for those planets not inhabited by
humans, where we lack enough and continued field data and
aerial photographs. Simple craters are effectively extracted from
the 7-m/pixel image using the optimum scale parameter [see
Fig. 8(b)]. Simple craters standing out from the background or
laid on the bottom or wall of bigger craters are all discriminated,
even the ones overlapping with each other but with clear crater
rims. For the small craters impacted as crater chains, this scale
parameter only depicts the rim of the whole chain and misses

the inner rims in the chain [see Fig. 8(c)]. Four sets of double-
crater groups are present in the 50-m pixel image marked by
red rectangles. These represented four groups are in different
sizes and shapes, which are well detected using the suggested
scale parameter [see Fig. 8(e)]. Using other resolution images
and scale parameters to detect small and simple craters inside
groups is better [see Fig. 8(f)]. Three crater communities are
clearly separated in the 120-m/pixel image using the 360 scale
parameter [see Fig. 8(h)]. Crater communities are large-scale
spatial features compared with small craters, so coarse pixel size
images also work well when they demonstrate clear boundaries.
One ghost community is missed in the right corner of the image
[see Fig. 8(i)] because the rim of the old ghost crater had been
heavily modified. For the ghost crater community, the scale
parameter needed to be adjusted to first find the inner part inside
the community and then infer the whole rim of the community.

Changing the scale parameter during image segmentation will
change the spatial delineation of an object, its shape, and the spa-
tial relationship between different object types and backgrounds
[68]. Pixel-based classifications of panchromatic images with
1-m spatial resolution may be sufficient to detect small craters
at fine scales. However, aggregation of pixels into objects is
required to identify other bigger crater types at coarse scales.
The scale parameters control the accuracy of the aggregation of
pixels into objects. Pixels are spatially autocorrelated under the
scaling threshold in the scope of feature lag distance of semi-
variogram models corresponding to certain spatial resolutions.
Multiscale parameters should be used to extract different crater
types from corresponding resolution images. As the resolution
decreases, smaller-scale parameters should be used to extract
crater types located at lower levels of the spatial structure to
avoid under-segmentation. Conversely, larger-scale parameters
should be used to extract crater types located at higher levels
of the spatial structure to avoid oversegmentation. Identifying
the scaling threshold the semivariogram analysis can balance
over-segmentation and undersegmentation when adjusting the
size of image objects through the scale parameter [69].

IV. CONCLUSION

This article focused on studying the coupling relationship
among the spatial structures of craters, resolution of remote
sensing optical images and scale parameters. Spatial variance
is the meta-expression of spatial patterns and morphological
characteristics in a remote sensing perspective. Next, with the
fast development of lunar exploration programs, massive mul-
tiresolution imageries are available for investigating the spatial
patterns and morphological characteristics of lunar crater, which
inevitably leads to the challenge of detecting the spatial vari-
ation of an object using various spatial resolutions and scale
parameters. Because semivariogram model can provide rich
spatial information at different lag distances, we employed its
indicators as quantitative measures to characterize the multiscale
hierarchical spatial structures of lunar craters. A semivariogram
analysis of the spatial structures of craters revealed that defining
a spatial resolution is problematic, especially when the struc-
ture contains multiple scales of craters rather than a specific
one. Semivariogram models indicated that the optimum spatial
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resolutions for different levels of craters contained in the spatial
structure are 1, 7, 20, 50, and 120 m. Medium spatial resolutions
could be used to detect two or three levels of craters at the
same time. The feature lag distances of the semivariogram model
indicate that a series of appropriate spatial resolutions rather than
a single spatial resolution is required to address multiscale lunar
impact crater structures. Also semivariogram models indicated
that scale parameters for different levels of craters contained in
the spatial structure vary with spatial resolutions. The detection
accuracy is between 72.7% and 90.9% of the different crater
types in the spatial structure in the selected regions, in which
small craters are well-distinguished compared with other CDAs.
The average values of Rin and Rout when evaluating the results
from the perspective of the geometry of the detected craters are
85.2% and 8.4%, respectively, which indicate that the coupling
relationship among the spatial structures of craters, resolution of
remote sensing optical images and scale parameters presented
by the algorithm is applicable. The selection of optimum spatial
resolutions and scale parameters is image and site dependent.
Different range values from the semivariogram models might be
applied to different images to map similar spatial crater struc-
tures due to the variation of object spectral reflectance responses
between images. The main contribution of this article is the use
of a classic geostatistical method to quantify the relationship
between spatial structures of lunar craters, spatial resolutions,
and scale parameters. This quantified relationship is essential
to addressing multiscale crater mapping and the application of
information on spatial structures for crater evolution. However,
the results of this article were limited to the selected images,
geostatistical method, and study site. In future studies, we may
present our method integrating machine learning techniques on
the basis of different data sources to clarify the relationship
among the extraction of geomorphological features on extrater-
restrial bodies, image quality, and segment thresholds.
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